
Luxembourg – July 26th - LiveJasmin, the multiple award-winning adult live streaming website, 
believes in constant innovation and perpetually improving their services, which is why they recently 
introduced huge changes to their Messenger app, developed in-house.

As sharing experiences and memories with others has always been the backbone of human interaction, 
LiveJasmin introduced the option of sharing pictures and videos through their Messenger app, to fully 
flesh out the users’ experiences. This, on top of the fact that with the Jasmin Messenger members 
can stay in constant contact with tens of thousands of models, 24/7, marks a new beginning in how 
interaction in the live camming industry is defined.

“We believe that gestures as simple as sending selfies strengthen the relationship between users and 
creates a personal, playful, and authentic atmosphere that is more enjoyable for both parties.” explained 
Zsolt Theiss-Balazs, CPO of LiveJasmin

 
The Group is always thinking 
of how to improve its services 
and how to incorporate other 
features that can be found in 
various industries. Being able 
to share content privately is 
an obviously popular service, 
which LiveJasmin wanted to 
develop to allow its users the 
freedom of interaction that 
the internet and technology 
provides.
 

LiveJasmin releases new features for its Messenger.
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“Introducing these new features to share content was a slight technical challenge. More than 300 
developers are working on LiveJasmin every single day to maintain our high level of quality and service 
that our members are accustomed to.” said Kolos Kaszály, CTO of LiveJasmin.
 
Try out the new Jasmin Messenger and keep in touch with your members  
by downloading the App here

About us:
LiveJasmin is an award-winning adult live streaming website dedicated to quality in all its forms. We 
offer various types of shows for users of all types and numerous features to increase customer immersion 
as much as we can. Listed among Alexa’s Top100 most visited websites as the only premium cam site 
and with over 2000 models on the website simultaneously at anytime of the day, we service our 35 
million daily users with the utmost care to attention and quality.
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